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Outline of the talk

• Beyond Standards
• Current policy controversies in education
• ”Controversial topics”
• School choice
• COVID recovery

• Implications for leaders



Back in 2021, I wrote a book



The argument of Beyond Standards

• Standards advocates were right about the importance of teaching 
and need for systemic reform.
• But standards (broadly) haven’t worked:
• At changing instruction in desired ways
• At boosting achievement/narrowing gaps

• There are common explanations for the failure of standards, but they 
fall short.
• My research, and that of others, suggests the problems are more 

serious and structural than the common explanations would indicate.
• Thus, a more radical change is needed if we are going to improve 

instruction at scale.



The book is about who controls education



Why, according to Beyond Standards, have 
standards not really worked?



There is very little standardization in curriculum 
materials (i.e., states don’t exert much control)

Blazar et al., 2018



Teachers have substantial control over what 
happens in the classroom

Kaufman et al., 2017



With control comes responsibility

Kaufman et al., 2017



How do we rebalance curriculum control?

• Make teaching doable with quality core curriculum materials.
• Districts must expect and support coherent implementation.
• Engage teachers in adoptions to ensure buy-in, but don’t reinvent the wheel.
• Not scripted, but not laissez-faire.

• Structures to minimize supplementation and make it collaborative 
and coherent.
• Identify areas of weakness of core materials and build supplementation in.



The imperative for state leadership

• Bearing in mind political realities and existing systems and structures, 
states should:
• (minimum) put out guidance for what materials meet standards.
• (better) require public school districts to adopt from among a small list of 

materials
• Identify weaknesses of adopted materials and support efforts to shore them 

up
• Provide or identify providers for professional learning.
• Collect good data on what’s being implemented where.
• Consider state-created curricula where existing materials fall short.
• Try to understand and support actual implementation



When everyone’s in charge, is anyone?

• COVID and the failure of every-district-leader-for-herself
• Many examples of local control thwarting equity and improvement
• Segregating school district boundaries
• Undemocratic school boards
• Local funding of schools
• Distribution of high-quality teachers

• Address these issues rather than accepting them as they are. 



Would I make the same recommendations if I 
were writing the book today? 



There’s a lot going on right now in education 
policy

• Enrollment declines/the growth of school choice
• COVID recovery
• Achievement
• SEL/mental health

• Student discipline/behavior issues
• Gun violence in schools
• “Parents’ rights”
• Curriculum issues
• Race
• LGBT
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Who controls education? Who should control 
it? 

•We asked a representative sample of Americans:
• How much influence do each of the following groups currently 

have over what is taught in schools (1 = most influence, … 6 = 
least influence)
• Parents
• Local school boards
• Teachers
• School and district leaders
• State education leaders
• National education leaders

• How much influence should each of the following 
groups currently have over what is taught in schools (1 
= most influence, … 6 = least influence)



Adults perceive state leaders and local school 
boards to have the most control



But they think state and national leaders have too 
much control; parents and teachers not enough



Support for parent control driven more by 
Republicans, support for teachers by Democrats



Should parents be able to opt out? 

•We also asked a representative sample of Americans:
• To what extent do you agree that parents should be able to 

opt-out their children from lessons that include content they 
disagree with? 



There is very strong support for the right of 
parents to opt out



Republicans clearly believe the parents’ rights 
messaging is working



GOP-led states are pursuing an agenda to strip 
race and LGBT-related content from curricula

• 18 states are now implementing legislation to restrict the teaching of 
critical race theory or limit how teachers can discuss racism or sexism 
in the classroom.
• In some states where laws haven’t yet passed, there have been executive 

actions. 

• There are also federal actions (e.g., Parents’ Bill of Rights Act) that 
will pass the House but not the Senate. 



And Democratic-led states are doing the 
opposite



There are many “flavors” of ‘controversial 
topics’

• See for instance proposed legislation in Missouri, which would ban 
teaching of the following:
• That “the US is fundamentally racist or sexist”
• ”The 1619 Project or any successor theory or concept”
• “Critical race theory or any successor theory or concept”
• “Creating projects or assignments that compel students to … engage in 

political activism on behalf of a specific policy or social issue”
• “Forcing teachers to discuss a current controversial topic of public policy or 

any particular social issues. If a teacher does choose to teach such topics, 
the teaching shall be done with an aim to teach the issue from both sides.”
• “Enforcing policies at schools that prevent students from engaging in and 

discussing … traditional American history such as founding documents and 
the founding fathers.”



And surveillance of curriculum will continue 
to increase

• Again from Missouri, each school and charter school website will 
have to include:
• All instructional or training materials for staff/faculty training
• All learning materials and activities used for student instruction (including 

title, author, link, information on how to review)
• Inventory of the resources available to students in the library



Things spiral to the ridiculous very quickly



What do Americans really think should be 
taught in schools?



On one hand, Americans don’t really think these 
topics are being taught (especially in elementary)



Americans support teaching controversial 
topics in high school



… But are much more ambivalent about 
elementary school children learning them



Broad agreement on topic coverage; largest 
splits on LGBT/sexuality

Elementary

High school



Americans are opposed to assigning books on 
some controversial topics, especially for 
elementary schoolers



…But support availability of most books in 
libraries, especially for high schoolers



So overall

• “Parents’ rights” is probably a politically smart framing—most people 
believe parents should have rights, and indeed more rights than they 
think parents currently have.
• Taking controversial content out of elementary school, especially 

LGBT content, is likely a political winner in all but the bluest of places.
• In secondary school, voters seem to want controversial content, but 

with a ”balanced” perspective. 
• Taking books with controversial content (especially LGBT content and 

sexual content) out of elementary schools is likely to be popular.
• Purging libraries of books, especially for older children, is likely to be 

less popular. 



School choice is on the march



Why the sudden wave of choice policies?

• Leveraging the “parents’ rights” argument to put a wedge between 
(mainly conservative) parents and public schools.
• Aggressive gerrymandering and legislative domination in Republican-

held states means no Democratic support is needed.
• Some dissatisfaction with how public schools handled COVID closures 

(again, I think mainly partisan-driven), masking policies, etc.
• Vouchers more popular with parents than charter schools.
• Favorable courts unlikely to invalidate new school choice laws. 



But voucher programs have mixed 
effectiveness

• Early/small/urban studies show some positive effects
• More recent/larger/statewide studies show more negative effects
• More positive effects on attainment outcomes, worse effects on 

achievement
• Consistently small but positive competitive effects
• And we only know about these effects because there was some 

external evaluation/accountability

• … Not that evidence of effectiveness really matters in these cases



And they create political messes and may 
exacerbate segregation of various kinds



And how is COVID recovery going?



We know a lot about the impact of COVID on 
academic achievement

• Declines relative to pre-COVID trends in both math and ELA
• Larger declines in mathematics
• Greater recovery to date in ELA
• Larger declines for students at the bottom of the achievement 

distribution (i.e., gaps between high- and low-achievers have 
widened)
• Larger declines in schools that were closed for in-person instruction 

for longer
• Larger declines for kids from historically marginalized groups (e.g., 

based on race/ethnicity, income)



But parents aren’t as concerned as experts



And intervention availability/uptake is not 
enough to solve our problems



There are many likely reasons for the 
disconnect

• Hard for parents to know what “normal” progress is
• Effect of COVID for any one kid is relatively modest (and lots of kids 

have no effect at all)
• Grades seem to have been inflated during COVID (continuing a 

preexisting trend)
• Gap in state/other testing
• Reporting of kids’ test results is a mess
• Logistical barriers in the way of intervention uptake



Implications for administrators

• Emerging education politics around choice and culture wars likely to 
stick around through at least 2024—coping strategies needed.
• Expect increasing and ongoing polarization between blue and red 

state education policies for the foreseeable future. 
• COVID recovery is just going to turn into business as usual—creative 

approaches needed to address the most harmed. 
• Public schools increasingly caught under demographic and choice-

induced strain; enrollment declines. 
• There is a large sane middle that is drowned out by loud voices on 

the extremes—work to make the centrist case. 
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